FNLKC Conference Workshop Presenter
Workshop Title: Website Preview: Access to about Teaching, Learning & Researching
Indigenous Language Learning Resources
Name of Presenters: Bill Cook, Denise Runns & Andrea Sterzuk
Biography: Bill Cook BA Cree Language Studies (FNUniv), MEd in Progress (U of R) is
a Cree language instructor, interpreter and translator. He is fluent in Woods & Rock
Cree 'th' dialect. He is currently a sessional instructor at the FNUniv.
Biography: Denise Runns BA Saulteaux Language Studies (FNniv), MEd in Progress
(U of R) has been teaching the Saulteaux language for her community of Pasqua First
Nation for the past eight years. She is currently a graduate student at the U of R,
specializing in instruction and curriculum with a focus on Indigenous language.
Biography: Andrea Sterzuk BEd (U of R) MA & PhD, Second Language Education
(McGill) is the acting dean of the Faculty of Education at the U of R. She teaches in the
areas of linguistic diversity in schools, second language pedagogy, and issues of power,
identity, and language in education. She is the current president of the Canadian
Association of Applied Linguistics.
Abstract: The purpose of the session is to introduce attendees to a new website which
provides access to teaching and learning materials about Indigenous languages, links to
other websites and language apps, articles about Indigenous languages in Canada and,
many other materials. Our team did not create these materials, instead our website
shares links to all these materials in one easy spot for the express use of language
teachers, language speakers, language learners and anyone else interested in
Indigenous languages in Canada. The website will be permanently available online and
easily understood and used by language teachers. We plan to give the site wide
publicity in the coming years, starting with this conference.
Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this workshop, delegates will:


Learn about the new website which a one-stop shop for Indigenous language
materials and resources

